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ABSTRACT

The concept of effective collaboration within a group is immensely used in organizations as a
viable means for improving team performance. Any organization or prominent institute, who
works with multiple projects needs to hire a group of experts who can complete a set of projects.
When hiring a group of experts, numerous considerations must be taken into account. In the Cluster
Hire problem, we are given a set of experts, each having a set of skills. Also, we are given a set of
projects, each requiring a set of skills. Upon completion of each project, a profit is generated for
an organization. Each expert demands a monetary cost (i.e., salary) to provide his/her expertise in
projects. The Cluster Hire problem can be solved by hiring a group of experts for a set of projects
within the constraints of a budget for hiring and a working capacity of each expert. An extension
to this problem is assuming there exists a social network amongst the experts, which contains their
past collaboration information. If two experts have collaborated in the past, then they are preferred
to be on the same team in the future. The goal of our research is to find a collaborative group of
experts who can work effectively together to complete a set of projects. Currently, the solution to
the Cluster Hire problem in social networks is achieved using greedy heuristic algorithms and
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) approach. Greedy algorithms often generate fast results, but
they make locally optimal choices at each step and do not produce global optimal results. The
drawbacks of the ILP approach are that it requires a considerable amount of memory for the
creation of variables and constraints and also has a very high processing time for large networks.
Whereas, Weighted Structural Clustering Algorithm for Networks (WSCAN) has been proved to
produce faster results for Team Formation Problem (i.e., hiring a team of experts for a single
project), which is a special case of Cluster Hire problem. We are proposing to solve the Cluster
Hire problem in social networks using Modified Weighted Structural Clustering Algorithm for
Networks (MWSCAN). We run our experiments on a large dataset of 50K experts. ILP is not
capable of working with such large networks. Therefore, we will be comparing our results with
the greedy heuristic solution. Our findings indicate that the MWSCAN algorithm generates more
efficient results in terms of the number of projects completed and profit produced for the given
budget compared to the greedy heuristic algorithm to solve the Cluster Hire problem in social
networks.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview
The vital aspect of any company/organization is the recruitment of employees who can work
together efficiently. Companies that undertake multiple projects at the same time have to hire more
and more employees. In the era of social networking, recruiters usually rely upon online social
networks available, such as LinkedIn, Kaggle, GitHub, and DBLP, for the recruitment of
employees. When hiring, recruiters must ensure that a formed team of experts will be cost-effective
and efficient enough to finish the given projects in a time-sensitive manner.
A project is where a group of experts, each having required skills, work together in a team towards
a common goal. A project contains a collection of tasks or activities, which are fulfilled by a group
of experts. Additionally, an expert is somebody who has experience obtained through training and
instruction in one or more skills. Undertaking a collection of tasks requiring a set of diversified
skills needs a group of experts. This is achieved by allotting skills to various experts with
complementary expertise. This requires big organizations to effectively hire a group of experts
with a varied skill set to perform a collection of tasks to finish a single project, which is called a
team formation problem (TFP) [6].
Whereas Cluster Hire aims to hire a group of experts that can complete all skills required for a set
of projects instead of a single project. Each expert requires a monetary cost (i.e., salary) to
participate in projects, so there must be a set budget to hire experts. The working capacity of an
expert is another critical parameter while hiring an expert for multiple projects. Each expert is
associated with the maximum working capacity they can offer, which means that an expert can
only work on a certain number of projects at a time. The goal is to employ substantial experts who
are efficient enough to complete a set of projects within the given budget and working capacity,
which proves beneficial for the organization and institute. This problem is called Cluster Hire.
Golshan et al. [12] first introduced the Cluster Hire problem, where they discussed the problem in
the context of the online labor market websites like Freelancer.com and Guru.com. For instance,
large organizations usually work on numerous projects. A vast and variable skill set is required to
1

accomplish these projects to generate profit. Therefore, they hire a group of experts who can finish
these projects.
While finding a group of experts for a set of projects, we try to find experts who have collaborated
in the past. So, they can work well together, and the hired group of experts is collaborative. Social
networking can ensure that the formed group of experts is collaborative. Social networks such as
DBLP and LinkedIn can provide us with information about the collaborating experts, which helps
hire a collaborative group of experts [1]. In our research, we focus on the Cluster Hire problem in
social networks. In our experiments, the social network is modeled as a graph where the experts
are interlinked. Each node of the graph indicates the expert associated. An edge connects two
experts, and edge weight represents their communication cost obtained from their past
collaboration. The more past collaboration between experts, the less is the communication cost.
Thus, the past collaboration between experts is directly linked to the communication cost of a
formed group of experts. For instance, if two experts have worked together on eight projects in the
past, and the second pair of experts have worked together on eleven projects in the past. Then,
with the experience of eleven projects together, the pair will have less communication cost between
them than the couple with eight projects. If two experts do not have any previous collaboration,
communication cost is measured by the sum of the weight representing the shortest path between
them. The hiring officer will also hire the experts with past collaboration because it resembles their
proper working frequency and compatibility. If a group of experts can work well together, then it
helps in completing projects on time. The company generates profit by completing projects.
Therefore, we choose a group of experts with minimum communication cost to complete projects.
Keeping in mind the communication cost between two experts, expert's capacity, and budget
assigned, we find a group of experts with the least communication cost for the given set of projects.
All features of the Cluster Hire problem in social networks are described in detail in the latter part
of the thesis.
1.2 Motivation
In the emerging technological world, many companies are growing worldwide, which works on
the phenomena of collective expertise. Collective expertise can be defined as the occurrence of a
certain level of knowledge in a group of people or experts who possess the skills required to
2

complete projects. Companies benefit from various projects or opportunities available in the
market that the company targets. For each project, they need to hire or allocate a group of experts.
In this regard, effective resource allocation is critical for companies to meet specific objectives,
like completing projects within deadlines and generating revenue. Cluster Hire in social networks
can help fulfill these objectives by hiring experts effectively. It considers past collaboration
between experts while hiring so the final group of experts is collaborative and can work effectively
with each other to meet the deadlines [12].
Moreover, it is well said that time is money; therefore, Cluster Hire in social networks can help us
hire a group of experts efficiently and faster than the conventional hiring methods. Social networks
have linked the current day world and have made logistic advances easy. It can save a lot of time
and resources companies spend on hiring employees. So, Cluster Hire in social networks can help
companies fulfill their goals and make hiring experts easier.
Furthermore, online freelance businesses such as Freelancer, Fiverr, Upwork, and Guru usually
work on multiple projects. These businesses hire freelancers with various skill sets, and freelancers
work remotely on different projects. In other words, these projects have the required skills, and
they have to hire experts or freelancers to complete these projects. For each skill of a project,
employers employ an expert who can fulfill the skill requirement. There is also a constraint of the
budget, which is allocated for hiring experts. So, the total sum of the salary of experts should be
less than the defined budget.
Finally, there is much research done with the major objective of solving the Cluster Hire problem
in social networks using greedy algorithms and Integer Linear Programming (ILP) [23, 31]. There
are limitations to both approaches. Greedy algorithms often generate fast results, but they make
locally optimal choices at each step and do not produce near-optimal or optimal results. Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) is not ideal for large social networks due to its computational
complexity because it requires considerable memory to create variables and constraints and has a
very high processing time for large networks [31]. The later part of the section explains the
problem and solution outline, scope, and structure of the thesis.

3

1.3 Problem and Solution Outline
Cluster Hire can be defined as forming a group of experts, each having the required skills for a set
of projects under the given budget and working capacity. A variation to that is Cluster Hire in
social networks, where along with hiring a group of experts having required skills for a given set
of projects, we also make sure that selected experts have minimum communication cost with other
experts in a group. If experts have collaborated in the past, they have less communication cost
between them, which helps to complete projects effectively and on time. Now, we will discuss the
terminologies to keep in mind while studying the Cluster Hire problem in social networks.
Firstly, each expert has their own set of skills. Secondly, experts have their working capacity. The
working capacity indicates how many maximum projects can be assigned to that expert. This
means that an expert can be allotted multiple projects at the same time based on their skills and
working capacity. Thirdly, there is a hiring cost associated with each expert. The hiring cost of an
expert is monetary value, which an expert expects to take part in projects. Fourthly, it requires a
group of experts with specific skills to complete a set of projects, each project demanding particular
skills. Lastly, there is a social network among the experts, which is retrieved from their past
collaborations and work experiences. A social network is represented as a graph, where each node
is an expert, and the edge connecting two experts has an edge weight representing communication
cost obtained from experts' past collaboration history.
Also, a predetermined budget is set to hire a group of experts for a given set of projects. The sum
of hiring cost of each expert in a group of experts has to be within the given budget. The solution
to Cluster Hire in social networks is hiring a group of experts for a particular set of projects within
a given budget and working capacity while minimizing the communication cost between the hired
group of experts.
We propose to solve Cluster Hire in social networks using a Modified Weighted Structural
Clustering Algorithm for Networks (MWSCAN). The problem statement and the approach are
further explained in detail in Chapter 2.

4

1.4 The scope of the thesis
In the past, Kalyani et al. [21] proposed a Weighted Structural Clustering Algorithm for Networks
(WSCAN) to solve the Team Formation Problem in social networks, which is a special case of
Cluster Hire in social networks. In the Team Formation Problem, employers hire a team of experts
covering all the skills required for a single project. In our research, we have a set of projects
requiring a specific skill set for its completion. We have a set of experts with associated skills to
fulfill the skill requirements for multiple projects. Each expert has a working capacity associated
with it to limit the participation in a number of projects. We have the budget assigned to hire a
group of experts for a given set of projects. Also, we have the social network graph, which connects
the experts and stores the value of communication cost between experts.
The Cluster Hire in a social network was first studied by Meet et al. 23] to hire a group of experts
for a specific set of projects with a specific skillset to generate maximal profit, where each project
has associated profit, which is generated after completion of the project. Their study mentioned
numerous attributes related to team members and a team. These attributes were as follows:
1. The workload capacity of an individual expert
2. The hiring cost/salary of the experts
3. The sum of hiring cost of the experts within the assigned budget
4. The profit of the projects
5. The past/previous collaboration between experts
They proposed two greedy algorithms and extracted their results by conducting experiments on a
large graph of experts.
Our thesis proposes solving the Cluster Hire problem in social networks by using a Modified
Weighted Structural Clustering Algorithm for Networks (MWSCAN). Our goal is to hire a group
of experts for a set of projects with minimum communication cost within the given budget and
working capacity. This is an extension of the proposed work in the past [21]. We apply the
MWSCAN algorithm to address the Cluster Hire problem in a social network and compare our
work with the greedy algorithms.

5

1.5 Structure of the thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized in the following manner.
In chapter 2, we discuss the basic concepts and related work in the field of Team Formation
Problem, Cluster Hire in social networks, SCAN, WSCAN. Also, we review the approaches
proposed in the past to solve the problem.
In Chapter 3, we give a detailed explanation of the problem statement. We describe our proposed
approach, which includes a detailed description of the MWSCAN algorithm, its goals, and
constraints, along with an example.
In Chapter 4, we describe the implementation details and the contribution of our proposed work,
and the results showing the comparisons with the previous approaches.
In Chapter 5, we conclude the thesis work, explain the findings of the work along with setting up
the field of opportunities for possible future work.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND STUDY

2.1 Overview of the research
2.1.1 Team formation Problem (TFP)
Hiring a group of experts who have expertise in one or more skills that are needed for the
completion of a single project is known as Team Formation. This aids the big industries and
organizations to finish the projects on time successfully. It also helps the experts enhance and
sharpen their skills and improve their position in the organization by excellent performance. The
concept here is to gather individuals with expertise in the skills required to complete the project
successfully. Different constraints and factors can be utilized to select individuals to work in a
team for a project. For example, a similar background of the team members is one factor that
benefits the team by making communication within the team more effective. This reduces conflicts
and miscommunication amongst team members. Thus, there is a reduction in the amount of time
required to produce an active working group since less is needed to adjust the working styles.

Figure 1: Team Formation
As described in Figure 1, there is one project, which requires a set of skills, and we hire a team of
experts to fulfill all the skills needed to complete that project successfully.

7

2.1.2 Cluster Hire
Cluster Hire is the process of hiring a group of experts (individuals) to meet the requirements for
a set of projects within the budget of the hiring organization and working capacity of experts. For
instance, if a company needs to hire a group of experts for ten projects, where each expert possesses
a predetermined skill set, the objective here would be to search for the experts with those skills
required to successfully complete projects within the constraints. This is referred to as Cluster Hire
problem.
There are various attributes and constraints that affect the selection process of the experts for a
given set of projects in Cluster Hire problem, they are described below:
1) Budget
Budget is an upper limit monetary value assigned to a set of projects by the company's financial
department. The goal is to hire group of experts within the budget for a set of projects. The sum of
the hiring cost of experts for a set of projects cannot be more than the predetermined budget.
2) The experts and their attributes
The expert’s skills: Each expert or individual in the social network working in a company is
accredited for his/her expertise in a specific set of skills. In other terms, each expert has a set of
skills he/she can offer to projects. Our goal is to select experts for specific projects depending on
the skillset of the experts, which would help in completing projects and generating profit for the
company.
The expert’s hiring cost: The hiring cost can be defined as some monetary benefit associated
with an expert for taking part in projects. Each expert has a predetermined hiring cost associated
to it. The hiring cost remains unchanged irrespective of the number of projects assigned to experts
or the number of skills experts have. It has to be taken into account that the sum of the hiring cost
of the selected experts should not be higher than the budget assigned for hiring.
The expert’s working capacity: Working capacity refers to the maximum number of projects an
expert can be part of at a given time. In the scenario of an expert having many skills, which can
fulfill the skill requirements of more than one project, we can assign multiple projects to expert
8

within their working capacity. Please note that an expert can cover only one skill in a particular
project; it cannot cover multiple skills of the same project. This is a reasonable assumption as
organizations may need to hire more than one expert for the same skill in projects. For instance, if
a project needs three experts in Java, then we need to hire three unique experts in Java for the same
project instead of hiring one expert in Java with working capacity of three. But the project
assignment for experts should be within their working capacity. For instance, if an expert has seven
skills that are useful for the given set of projects, but the expert has a working capacity for four
projects only. Then, the expert will be allotted four different projects for the four skills.
The experts’ communication cost: In our setup, we have a social network, where experts are
interconnected. The social network is represented as a graph, where nodes represent experts and
nodes are connected via edges. The weight of the edges represents communication cost between
experts. The communication cost between the experts depends on the number of instances when
the experts have had past collaboration or work experiences. We ensure that the selected group of
experts possess minimum communication cost, which is essential for good collaboration. A group
of such experts reduces the overhead time spent in interpreting each expert’s background etc.
3) The projects and their attributes
The Project’s Skills: Each project requires predefined set of skills, which are essential to
complete the project. The organizations hire individuals who possess the right level of expertise in
the skills necessary to complete the project successfully. We must ensure that we hire no less than
the number of experts required to fulfill the skill set needed for projects. For example, a project
requires three experts for Machine Learning and two experts for Software Engineering. Our task
is to find five different experts for the project for its successful completion.
The Project’s Profit: Each project's profit is generated upon completion of the project by the
hired group of experts. Each project has a monetary profit (predetermined revenue) associated with
it, which the organization extracts after completing the project successfully.
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Figure 2: Cluster Hire

Expert ID

Table 1: Experts Information
Skills of an expert
Hiring cost Working capacity

𝐸1

𝑆1, 𝑆2 , 𝑆3

2000

3

𝐸2

𝑆1, 𝑆2 , 𝑆3

4000

5

𝐸3

𝑆3 , 𝑆4 , 𝑆5 , 𝑆𝑚

8000

4

𝐸𝑛

𝑆4 , 𝑆5 , 𝑆𝑚

5000

3

Figure 2 illustrates an example of the Cluster Hire problem. There is a company which works on
three projects, namely project 𝑃1 , project 𝑃2 and project 𝑃3 . Each project requires a specific set of
skills for its completion. The goal is to hire a group of experts for the given three projects under
the constraints of budget and working capacity. The budget assigned to hire a group of experts for
these three projects is 20,000. If we take the project 𝑃1 , it requires one expert each for skill 𝑆1 and
skill 𝑆2 as shown in Figure 2. So, based on the available experts shown in Table 1, we will hire
experts 𝐸1 and 𝐸2 to complete project 𝑃1 . We can hire 𝐸1 and 𝐸2 as sum of their hiring cost is
6000, which is within the budget. Please note that we can hire the same expert for multiple projects
keeping in mind the working capacity of an individual expert. Now, for project 𝑃2 , we just require
one expert for skill 𝑆3 but we have three experts, 𝐸1 , 𝐸2 and 𝐸3 who can fulfill that skill. Therefore,
we can allocate one of the already hired expert to project 𝑃2 , which saves the cost of hiring new
10

expert. Similarly, we hire experts for project 𝑃3 as well. When we apply Cluster Hire problem to
social networks then we have to consider the communication cost of an expert as well while hiring
the experts. So, our goal will be to find a collaborative group of experts with minimum
communication cost, who can complete given three projects within the given budget and working
capacity. That would be an effective solution to the Cluster Hire problem in social network.

2.1.3 Difference between TFP and Cluster Hire
Given a set of 𝑛 available experts, each associated with some skills, and given a set of 𝑚 projects
of an organization that requires some people with specific skills. Figure 3 shows an example of
the Cluster Hire problem. It explains the main components of the Cluster Hire problem and depicts
a feasible solution to the problem.
In Cluster Hire problem, when a group of experts is hired for a set of projects, certain factors are
kept in mind. These factors are mentioned below:
▪

The required skillset of projects

▪

The budget for completing projects

▪

The communication cost between the hired experts

▪

The workload capacity of the experts

▪

The profit extracted after the successful completion of each project

Whereas Team Formation problem refers to hiring the efficient team of experts for the completion
of one single project. When hiring for a single project, the main factors to keep in mind are the
required skillset of a project, Budget for a project and communication cost between experts. So,
there are far less factors to consider while hiring, which makes Team Formation problem simple
compared to Cluster Hire problem.

11

Figure 3: Cluster Hire Example
In the Figure 3, we have multiple projects on the right-hand side; each of them has a set of required
skills. To complete these projects, for each needed skill, we must hire an expert who can fulfill
that particular skill. For instance, Project 1 requires two experts for skill 𝑆1 and one expert each
respectively for skill 𝑆2 and 𝑆3 . As per Figure 3, two experts from having skill 𝑆1 are allocated to
Project 1. One of the two experts hired for skill 𝑆1 works for Project 1 and Project 2 at the same
time, which saves hiring cost for the organization. This acts as a good example of a Cluster Hire
problem.
However, if we pick just a single project from Figure 3 and hire a team of experts for a single
project, then it is called the Team Formation problem. For example, project 2 requires one expert
each for skills 𝑆1, 𝑆2 and 𝑆𝑛 . So, we hire a team of experts without worrying about working
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capacity of the experts or profit of the project. This is an example of a Team formation problem,
where you hire a team of experts for a single project.
Our thesis is focused on solving Cluster Hire problem in social networks. While hiring the group
of experts for the set of projects, we also make sure that the hired group of experts are collaborative
i.e., they have less communication cost between them. Information about communication cost is
stored in the social network, which is represented as a weighted graph. The weight of an edge
between two experts represents value of communication cost. We will discuss more about social
networks in following section.

2.2 Fundamental Concepts
2.2.1 Social Networks
John Scott described Social Networks as the most popular way to model the interactions among
the people in a group or community [1]. Social networks can be represented as graphs, where a
vertex corresponds to an expert/person in some group, and an edge represents a form of
relationship/association between the corresponding two experts [1]. The interests which are
intrinsic to any community drive the associations in social networks. John Scott in [1] describes
Social Networks as a set of nodes tied together by the set of relations(edges) between them, and
these social networks follow a complex pattern and form a complex system of vertices and
connections (edges) between them. A social network can be represented as a weighted or
unweighted graph [1]. A social network graph can be represented as weighted graph, which is
denoted by G = (V, E, W), where V is the set of vertices (actors), E is the set of edges
(relationships), and W is the weight of the edges (relationships) [1].
Figure 4 displayed below is an example of a social network graph, where each node represents
expert and edges connecting two nodes has weight associated with them. In this case, edge weight
represents communication cost between two experts and each expert has some skills, which are
represented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Social network graph
Moreover, the author writes that social networks are ubiquitous and can be created from various
disciplines such as Sociology, Twitter friendship, LinkedIn, protein network, etc. [1]. The Social
Network is a large graph, unlike other graphs. Despite the similar appearance of the networks,
there are some characteristic features of the Social Network, such as degree of distribution,
clustered coefficient, and path distance (6 degrees of separation) [1].
Several relational and structural approaches to social analysis have been developed to form social
networks. However, ideas of culture and cultural formation and classical sociology were applied
to demonstrate social patterns, social behavior, and social feelings. All the factors mentioned
above-described social networks in the past. Additionally, there is another approach which only
focuses on the actual patterns of interaction and interconnection by which the social groups and
community are interlinked. In some instances, it is defined as a social system or a social organism.
In 1929, Frigyes Karinthy was the first person in mankind to introduce the concept of 6-degrees
of separation, which means that any two randomly selected people in the world are 6-steps away
from each other. Later, in 1960, Stanley Milgram experimented to find the average path length
between those individuals, and it came out to be 5.9. Another prominent characteristic of the Social
Network is Degree Distribution. It is defined as the probability of the number of connections of a
node with other nodes over the complete network. In 1999, Albert-Lszl Barabsi et al. said that
some nodes had many more connections than others, called the hub, and they used the term "scalefree network" [2].
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2.2.2 Importance of Social Network for efficient team formation
A social network that is considered for team formation to accomplish complex tasks is directly
associated with effective team organization. Matthew et al. [24] conducted several experiments
and concluded that such social structures are vital for task completions and successful completion
of any project work. There is a subgraph associated with each project and each team, where the set
of vertices represents the experts who have the collective skills required for the fulfillment of the
tasks involved. They collectively run experiments to study the network effects on real-world data,
representing how social networks amongst the team members can affect team performance and
dynamics. Lars et al. [25] studied the dynamics of group formation where they considered three
parameters, namely membership, growth, and evolution, which helped them to analyze the
evolvement of large groups in an organization/community. They concluded that multiple factors
influenced an individual/expert's desire and willingness to join a specific community/organization.
Additionally, they performed research on these factors to analyze their scalability. A previous
study shows the correlation between a person's willingness to join a community and the number
of individuals he is friends with within that organization/community. There are multiple techniques
used to identify the most prominent determinants influencing such a social group; these techniques
are known as decision-tree techniques.
A novel methodology is further devised that measures the incoming and outgoing of individuals
from one community to another based on their level of interest in a particular/specific topic. The
DBLP dataset is used to extract the results from experiments and methodologies.

2.2.3 Social Network Analysis (SNA)
Social Networks Analysis (SNA) can be simply defined as the in-depth analysis of social network
structure, the tendency towards the time, the pattern of a relationship with social actors, and the
available data along with them [1]. Since social networks are formed mostly with our
environmental structure, researching its primary measures such as closeness centrality,
betweenness centrality, degree centrality, diameter, etc., will provide more robust results, which
would be an innovative change in the world [1]. To analyze a social network, we need to convert
it into a graph with nodes and edges, where nodes are social actors (can be a person, organization,
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or any other), and edges are the relationship between them [1]. The graph can either be weighted
or unweighted (Weight mostly decided based on the similarity of two nodes, the distance between
them, or the frequency of collaborations) [1]. At the same time, it can be either directed or
undirected, too [1]. Therefore, social network analysis uses the concepts of graph theory.
Another unique characteristic of the social network is its dynamic behavior. However, real-world
social networks are unsteady and not static, such as LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
Snapchat, etc. They possess quick expansion and evolve quickly over time. These unpredictable
changes make social networks complex and very difficult to understand, and even more
challenging to tackle.
In the present-day world, Social Network Analysis is applied to various businesses and disciplines
such as academics, politics, healthcare, and daily life activities [1]. It is mostly applied to help
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of decision-making processes [1]. These kinds of
applications are used in Law Enforcement agencies, Civil Organizations, Health Care, and Social
Networking Sites like Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, and LinkedIn. Some applications of social
network analysis are to help analyze the spread of diseases [3], to detect terrorist activities [4], to
observe dynamic co-authorship networks [5], and much more research applications in the real
world.

2.2.4 Various SNA Problems
According to John Scott [1], Social Network Analysis deals with different issues. They are as
mentioned below:
•

Team Formation Problem

•

Link Prediction

•

Community Detection

•

Collaborative Recommendation

•

Leadership Detection

•

Migration Between Communities

•

Sentimental Analysis

•

Insurance Analysis
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•

Fraud Detection

We are going to discuss some of the above problems here. The Team Formation Problem (TFP)
refers to hiring a team of experts to complete an assigned project, which requires a set of skills to
be accomplished, where a set of skills needed is a subset of a set of the total number of skills. Link
prediction predicts missing links in current networks and new or dissolution links in future
networks [7]. Community detection can be defined as finding people with similar tastes, choices,
and preferences to get associated with a social network that leads to the formation of virtual clusters
or communities [8]. Collaborative Recommendation identifies users whose tastes are similar to
those of the given user and recommends items they have liked [9].
In our research, the aim is to solve the problem of Cluster Hire (which is an extension of TFP) in
social networks by minimizing the communication cost. Hiring a group of experts with a specific
skillset for a set of projects is a difficult task. Finding a group of experts in real life from hundreds
of people is a very costly and not feasible task. Therefore, we aim to solve the cluster hire problem
in social networks consisting of many experts. We implement our solution using a Modified
Weighted Structural Clustering Algorithm for Networks (MWSCAN), which is a clustering
algorithm. We will discuss some clustering concepts and approaches in the following section.

2.2.5 Clustering
Grouping similar elements together in a group is defined as clustering. With clustering, many
groups can be formed based on their characteristics and considerations. Graph clustering is a
special type of clustering, and it is used on large graphs or networks. Moreover, Network clustering
(graph partitioning) is an important task for the discovery of underlying structures in networks and
helps with social network analysis [10].
There are various categories in clustering. They are as mentioned below:
•

Hierarchical based clustering

•

Density-based clustering

•

Partitioning based clustering

•

Grid-based clustering
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Density-based clustering
Density-based Clustering relies on the nodes in the graph for grouping. A cluster is formed by the
vertices, which are highly connected. Some examples are DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial
Clustering of Applications with Noise), AHSCAN (Agglomerative Hierarchical Structural
Clustering Algorithm for Networks), DHSCAN (Divisive Hierarchical Structural Clustering
Algorithm for Networks), SCAN (Structural Clustering Algorithm for Networks). DBSCAN
algorithm was proposed for spatial clustering data with noise. Because of its unique features, this
algorithm became rapidly famous in various fields. Application of this algorithm includes in the
field of science such as grouping spatial civil infrastructure network, chemistry, spectroscopy,
medical diagnosis based on medical images (brain atrophy, skin lesions), and social science
(pheromone data) [11]. DBSCAN is applied to segregate the 3D images in remote sensing as well.
The disadvantage of DBSCAN is that it is unreliable when the border elements of the two clusters
are relatively too close. To counter this, Xiaowei Xu et al. [10] proposed the Structural Clustering
Algorithm for Networks (SCAN). This algorithm was capable of making dense clusters as well as
efficiently handle the weakly connected nodes to hubs. These hubs were described as those nodes
which are interlinked to two or more clusters at a time.

2.2.6 Unweighted graph clustering with SCAN
Xiaowei Xu et al. [10] proposed a new method to cluster a network graph based on structural
similarity. This was used to cluster the undirected graph as well as an unweighted graph based on
structural similarity. Therefore, the author named it a Structural Clustering Algorithm for
Networks (SCAN). It detects clusters, hubs, and outliers by using the structure and the connectivity
of the vertices as clustering criteria [10]. This algorithm finds the Core node out of the network.
The Core node is chosen based on the number of neighbors in its neighborhood that are structurally
similar. Later, by considering this Core node as the seed for the cluster, it builds up a cluster around
it. This approach divides the graph into three parts: Clusters, Hubs, and Outliers, which are
illustrated in the following Figure 5. Hubs are essentially nodes that bridge many clusters, and
outliers are nodes which are marginally connected to cluster featuring weak connection. In Figure
5, there is one hub that connects two clusters and works as a bridge between two clusters. Also,
we have one outlier, which is weakly connected to one of the clusters.
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Figure 5: Working of SCAN [10].

In this research paper [10], they focused on the simple unweighted and undirected graph. Let
𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸) be a graph, where 𝑉 is a set of vertices or nodes and 𝐸 is a set of edges connecting two
vertices. Structure of a vertex is defined by its neighborhood. Formal definitions from the research
paper [10] are described below,

Definition 1. (Vertex Structure)
Let 𝑣, 𝑤 ∈ 𝑉 , the structure of 𝑣 is defined by its neighborhood. Vertex structure of vertex 𝑣 is
denoted by 𝜏(𝑣) [10]
𝜏(𝑣) = {𝑤 ∈ 𝑉 ∨ (𝑣, 𝑤) ∈ 𝐸} ∪ {𝑣}
Definition 2. (Structural Similarity)
Structural similarity between two vertices 𝑣 and 𝑤 will be large if they share a similar structure of
neighbors that is a frequent regime of working together and their structural similarity is denoted
by 𝜎(𝑣, 𝑤) [10]
𝜎(𝑣, 𝑤) =

|𝜏(𝑣) ⋂ 𝜏(𝑤)|
√|(𝜏(𝑣)||𝜏(𝑤))|
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They normalize the number of common neighbors of the two vertices by the geometric mean of
the two neighborhoods’ size. Because if we only use the number of shared neighbors, then vertex
6 in Figure 5 will be clustered into either of the clusters or cause the two clusters to merge [10].

Definition 3. (𝜺 - Neighborhood)
For vertices 𝑣 and 𝑤, we apply threshold 𝜀 to structural similarity 𝜎(𝑣, 𝑤), when assigning cluster
membership to vertex 𝑣 [10]. That is called the 𝜀 – Neighborhood for vertex 𝑣 and is denoted by
𝑁𝜀 (𝑣)
𝑁𝜀 (𝑣) = {𝑤 ∈ 𝜏(𝑣) | 𝜎(𝑣, 𝑤) ≥ 𝜀}
Definition 4. (Core)
A vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 is called a core with reference to 𝜀 and 𝜇 , if its neighborhood contains at least 𝜇
vertices, where 𝜇 is number of neighborhood experts connected to core vertex. So, core expert is
the highly connected expert [10]. The core vertex is denoted by 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒𝜀,𝜇 (𝑣), where following
condition is fulfilled,
|𝑁𝜀 (𝑣)| ≥ 𝜇.
Definition 5. (Direct Structure Reachability)
We grow clusters from the core vertex as follows. If a vertex is in 𝜀 – Neighborhood of a core, it
should also be in the same cluster. They share a similar structure and are connected. This idea is
represented in the below formula [10]
𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑅𝐸𝐴𝐶𝐻𝜀,𝜇 (𝑣, 𝑤) = 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒𝜀,𝜇 (𝑣) ∧ 𝑤 ∈ 𝑁𝜀 (𝑣)

The Pseudo Code of the Algorithm SCAN [10]
ALGORITHM SCAN (𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸), 𝜀, 𝜇)
// all vertices in 𝑉 are labeled as unclassified;
for each unclassified vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 do
// STEP 1. check whether 𝑣 is a core;
if 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒𝜀,𝜇 (𝑣) then
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// STEP 2.1. if 𝑣 is a core, a new cluster is expanded;
generate new clusterID;
insert all 𝑥 ∈ 𝑁𝜀 (𝑣) into queue 𝑄;
while 𝑄 ≠ 0 do
𝑦 = first vertex in 𝑄;
𝑅 = {𝑥 ∈ 𝑉 | 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑅𝐸𝐴𝐶𝐻𝜀,𝜇 (𝑦, 𝑥)};
for each 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅 do
if 𝑥 is unclassified or non-member then
assign current clusterID to 𝑥;
if 𝑥 is unclassified then
insert 𝑥 into queue 𝑄;
remove 𝑦 from 𝑄;
else
// STEP 2.2. if 𝑣 is not a core, it is labeled as non-member
label 𝑣 as non-member;
end for.
// STEP 3. further classifies non-members
for each non-member vertex 𝑣 do
if ( ∃ 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝛤(𝑣) ( 𝑥.clusterID ≠ 𝑦.clusterID) then
label 𝑣 as hub
else
label 𝑣 as outlier;
end for.
end SCAN.

The SCAN algorithm starts by visiting each vertex once to find structure-connected clusters and
then to identify hubs or outliers visiting the isolated vertices [10]. For given parameter settings,
the SCAN algorithm performs one pass of a network and finds all connected clusters. In the
beginning, all vertices are labeled as unclassified and entered into the queue. The SCAN algorithm
classifies each vertex, either a member of a cluster or a non-member. For each unclassified vertex,
SCAN checks whether that vertex is a core. If the vertex is a core, a new cluster is expanded from
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this vertex. Otherwise, the vertex is labeled as non-member [10]. To form a new cluster SCAN
starts with the core vertex and find all the structurally reachable vertices from the core vertex.
SCAN generates the new cluster ID, which will be assigned to each member of the cluster. To find
the members of the cluster, it adds all unclassified neighborhood vertices of the core vertex in the
queue. For each vertex in the queue, it finds all directly reachable vertices, which are unclassified,
and inserts those vertices into the queue . These steps are repeated until the queue is empty [10].
The remaining non-member vertices can be labelled as hubs or outliers. If the isolated vertex has
two or more edges with the other vertices, then it can be classified as a hub. Whereas other vertices
will be classified as outliers [10].

2.2.7 Weighted graph clustering with WSCAN
Weighted graphs have a definite number associated with the edges, which is usually called edge
weight [13]. The clustering technique discussed above in section 2.2.6 targets unweighted graphs.
However, when provided with a weighted graph, the SCAN algorithm will simply ignore the edge
weights and will perform clustering based on the structural properties of the graph. This might be
acceptable in some instances, but sometimes, it is entirely inadmissible [14]. To overcome this
problem, the author of [14] research paper and [13] thesis research work proposed a new algorithm
called Weighted Structural Clustering Algorithm for Networks (WSCAN) as a solution to perform
clustering in weighted graphs based on structural similarity. The algorithm presented slightly
modified formula for structural similarity, which is defined as below,
Definition 6. (Extended Structural Similarity):
Let 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸) be a graph, where 𝑉 is a set of vertices or nodes and 𝐸 is a set of edges connecting
two vertices. Let 𝑣, 𝑤 ∈ 𝑉, and function below show the structural similarity between two vertices
in the graph, where 𝑤(𝑣, 𝑤) represents the weight of an edge between experts/vertices 𝑣 and 𝑤
[13][14]. The structural similarity is denoted by 𝜎(𝑣, 𝑤)
𝜎(𝑣, 𝑤) =

|𝜏(𝑣) ⋂ 𝜏(𝑤)|
√|(𝜏(𝑣)||𝜏(𝑤))| 𝑤(𝑣, 𝑤)

In the above equation, the extended structural similarity of two vertices will be large if they share
a similar structure of neighbors with communication cost between them low, which mean they
have frequent regime of working together. It takes weight of edge into consideration when
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calculating structural similarity between them. WSCAN algorithm uses all the other formulas same
as used in SCAN algorithm except for the extended structural similarity formula. WSCAN
algorithm follows the same steps which are described in the pseudocode of SCAN in section 2.2.7
with the modified formula for the structural similarity.

2.3 Literature Review and Related Work
2.3.1 Team Communication Cost functions in social networks
The Team Formation problem was first introduced to the community of data mining and data
management by Lappas et al. [6]. There were two functions proposed by them for estimating the
value of the communication cost of a team. The first function measured the team communication
cost by the diameter of the subgraph created by the hired team; diameter is measured by largest
shortest path between any two nodes of the subgraph. The second function calculated the team
communication cost by the cost of the minimum spanning tree (MST) on the subgraph. However,
both the approaches had drawbacks as first approach only measures communication cost between
two experts furthest away from each other in the team. Whereas second approach also does not
measure communication cost of all the experts working in the team. Therefore, to counter those
drawbacks, Kargar et al. [22] came out with two new team communication cost functions based
on their experiments conducted.
These two functions are as described below:
•

The first function is called sumofdistance function, which calculates the team
communication cost based on summing up the shortest distance between all the experts
who possess the necessary skills for the given project or in other words who are part of a
team.
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Figure 6: A weighted graph of team
In Figure 6, if we calculate the team communication cost, then it will be the sum of all the
edge weight/distance between all vertices.
Team communication cost = 1 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 3 + 3 = 12
•

The second function focuses on calculating the team communication cost where there
exists a leader in the team. In this setup, the team of experts has a designated leader, who
is responsible for the coordination and monitoring of the project. Each expert in the team
has to communicate with the leader; therefore, communication cost of a leader is important
while calculating team communication cost. This function considers the communication
cost of the leader, along with all other experts of the team. It is known as the leaderdistance
function, which discovers the sum of the shortest path between each expert and the leader
in the project to calculate the team communication cost.

We used the sumofdistance function to calculate the communication cost among a selected group
of experts because in our setup, there is no leader and sumofdistance considers all the experts in
the hired group of experts.

2.3.2 Online Team formation problem in Social Networks
Anagnostopoulos et al. [30] conducted a study and experimented on the online version of the team
formation problem. They used the social network of experts, which possesses a set of skills to
carry out multiple projects and have compatibility and past collaboration with each other obtained
from their prior work experience. They considered a sequence of tasks that arrive in an online
fashion, each task requiring a specific skill set. The basic idea of the paper is to form multiple
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teams for multiple projects; each project and the associated set of tasks appears in an online
fashion. The aim was to establish the team keeping in mind three attributes discussed below:
•

The skills needed for project completion are covered

•

The team formed is collaborative

•

The working capacity of the individual is not overloaded

In the past, various heuristic and approximate algorithms have been used to solve the TFP problem
with the above objectives and followed by results analysis and conclusions.

2.3.3 Clustering Technique for TFP in social network
Team Formation Problem (TFP) in a social network is popular and has been studied widely by
many researchers and authors. Many techniques were proposed, and multiple experiments were
conducted to solve the TFP, for discovering and identifying the experts that could cover all the
tasks required for a project. They also kept in mind that the team formed is the most collaborative
to reduce the time needed to carry out that project. With this objective, Kalyani et al. [21] in their
paper, proposed the clustering technique, which groups a set of experts in the form of a cluster,
where the cluster points represent experts with the required skills for the project. They have
adopted the weighted SCAN (WSCAN) algorithm, which is an enhanced/extended version of
SCAN, i.e., Structural Clustering Algorithm for Networks, to solve the team formation problem
(TFP) with minimal communication cost. The communication cost is calculated based on past
collaboration and work experience (worked under multiple projects before) between two hired
experts. Their technique revolves around the basic idea of identifying clusters, hubs, and outliers
in the network/graph of experts, where every node represents the expert, and the edge weights
represent the communication cost. Firstly, a pool of experts was considered to approach the
problem, who possess the skills required to carry a specific project. Followingly, they searched for
the core, i.e., the highly connected expert among all experts. Then, the cluster is expanded from
the core to the neighborhood nodes, which means from the densely connected nodes to the loosely
connected nodes. The cluster expansion is carried out until the threshold range of communication
cost is reached. Results comparison of Weighted SCAN for TFP is made with a greedy, genetic,
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random, and exact algorithm, and WSCAN produced faster results compared to all other
algorithms [29].

2.3.4 Cluster Hire in social network using Greedy Algorithm
The Cluster Hire problem in social networks was first studied by Meet et al. [23]. Their research
was bi-objective, where they hire a specific group of individuals that can extract the maximal profit
and have minimum communication cost based on their past collaborations and work experiences.
Specifically, they aimed to solve the Cluster Hire problem in a social network with the greedy
algorithm. Their work was based on the assumption that there exists a social network among
experts where each expert is associated with another expert through past work collaborations in
one or more projects. Additionally, each expert in the formed setup is associated with a salary, i.e.,
the hiring cost. Also, experts have their working capacity. The hiring is done by keeping in mind
that the sum of the wages of all the hired experts working for the projects would not exceed the
budget allotted for the specific set of projects. Moreover, it is taken into account that no experts in
the team formed are overloaded or working more than their limit or work capacity.
Two greedy algorithms were proposed to solve the bi-objective problem, namely, Expert Pick
Strategy and Project Pick Strategy, to achieve all the attributes mentioned above during the team
selection. Both of these algorithms used the scoring functions which are described below [23].
Table 2: Notations used for greedy algorithm [23]
𝐸

Set of experts

𝑃

Set of projects

𝐶(𝑒)

Cost of an expert 𝑒

𝑃𝐹(𝑝)

profit of completing project 𝑝

𝐶𝑎𝑝(𝑒)

capacity of an expert e

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑒, 𝑒 ′ ) communication cost between two experts 𝑒 and 𝑒 ′
𝜆

Trade-off parameter between profit and communication cost
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𝜀

Final group of experts

The Expert Pick strategy picks an expert in each iteration based on their score and that expert is
added in the final group of experts. Here is the scoring function they used to assign scores to each
pair of experts and projects, which is denoted by 𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑝 .
𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑝 ← 𝜆.

𝑃𝐹(𝑝). min {𝑆𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙(𝑒, 𝑝), 𝐶𝑎𝑝(𝑒)}
𝑎
+ (1 − 𝜆).
∑𝑒 ′ ∈ 𝜀 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑒, 𝑒 ′ )
𝐶(𝑒)

Where, 𝑆𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙(𝑒, 𝑝) represents the number of skills in project 𝑝 that could be covered by an expert
𝑒 and 𝑎 is just normalization constant. You can find information of all the notations in Table 2
above. The Expert Pick Strategy works by scoring each expert in the social network who can cover
one or more required skills needed for the successful completion of the projects in a way that it
covers numerous skills of the high-profit project and communication cost between experts remains
low. Between the number of skills that expert 𝑒 can cover in 𝑝 and the capacity of 𝑒, we choose
the minimum value to make sure we do not exceed the capacity of an expert. The cost of an expert
is also considered while scoring to make sure that hiring is done within the budget. In each
iteration, they assign score to pair of experts/projects and choose the expert with the highest score.
Since there are negligible chances that the hired expert is cheap and can cover many skills along
with minimal collaboration, they introduced 𝜆 as a trade-off parameter between profit and
communication cost, which had a value between 0 and 1. This trade-off is beneficial in determining
and calculating whether to put more weight on communication cost or profit margin.
Talking about the second strategy, the Project Pick Strategy chooses a project in each iteration by
assigning scores to uncovered projects using their scoring function. The goal is to complete the
projects with a maximum profit margin, the set of experts hired to accomplish the projects costs
less or within the budget and can communicate efficiently with a background of past collaborations
and work experiences. In each iteration, first they find teams for each uncovered project and after
that they use a scoring function to score these projects. A project with highest score is chosen in
each iteration.
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In each iteration, and for any uncovered project, they find a set of experts to cover that project. To
find this set of experts for project 𝑝, they start with an empty set 𝐸𝑝 . After that, they select an
expert to be added to 𝐸𝑝 that maximizes the following scoring function [23],
𝑠𝑐𝑒 ← 𝜆.

min {𝑆𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙(𝑒, 𝑝), 𝐶𝑎𝑝(𝑒)}
𝑎
+ (1 − 𝜆).
∑𝑒 ′ ∈ 𝐸𝑝 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑒, 𝑒 ′ )
𝐶(𝑒)

Once, we have a set of experts 𝐸𝑝 for all uncovered projects, next step is to score the projects using
following scoring function and highest scoring project will be added to the pool of selected project
in each iteration [23].
𝜆.

𝑃𝐹(𝑝)
𝑏
+ (1 − 𝜆).
∑𝑒 𝜖 𝐸𝑝 𝐶(𝑒)
∑𝑒 𝜖 𝐸𝑝 ∑𝑒 ′ ∈ 𝜀 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑒, 𝑒 ′ )

All the notations used in the equations are described in Table 2 above. a & b used in the equations
are just normalization constants. They further ran their experiments on the real dataset and proved
the efficiency of their approach using the greedy algorithm when compared with the random
algorithm used in social networks.
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CHAPTER 3
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

3.1 Problem Statement
Let 𝐸 = {𝑒1 , 𝑒2 , … . , 𝑒𝑛 } denote a set of 𝑛 experts; 𝑆 = {𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , … . , 𝑠𝑚 } denote a set of 𝑚 skills (All
symbols used in the thesis are summarized in Table 3 below). Each expert 𝑒 posses a set of skills,
denoted by 𝐸𝑆(𝑒). Each expert 𝑒 demands a salary, i.e., hiring cost to participate in projects, which
is indicated by 𝐶(𝑒). The hiring cost of each expert is predetermined, which remains unchanged
irrespective of the number of projects assigned to experts or the number of skills experts have. A
set of given projects is denoted by 𝑃 = {𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , … . , 𝑝𝑘 }. Each project is also composed of a set of
required skills that need to be covered by experts for the completion of a project. The set of skills
required for project 𝑝 is denoted by 𝑃𝑆(𝑝). Each expert 𝑒 has a working capacity denoted by
𝐶𝑎𝑝(𝑒), Which is the maximum number of projects an expert can participate in at the same time.
Working capacity is to make sure that we do not overload an expert with too many projects. One
expert can participate in multiple projects but can not fulfill more than one skill for the same
project. We are also given a budget 𝐵 to hire a group of experts for a set of projects.
Definition 1. Group of Experts: Given all of the above, a group of experts ℰ ⊆ 𝐸 can complete
a subset of projects 𝒫 ⊆ 𝑃, if the following holds:
1. ∀ 𝑝 ∈ 𝒫 and ∀ 𝑠 ∈ 𝑃𝑆(𝑝), an expert 𝑒 in ℰ is assigned to perform the required skill 𝑠 for 𝑝.
2. ∀ 𝑒 ∈ ℰ, 𝑒 is not covering more projects than 𝐶𝑎𝑝(𝑒).
3. ∀ 𝑒 ∈ ℰ, ∑𝑒∈ ℰ C(𝑒) ≤ 𝐵, which means the sum of the hiring cost of each expert 𝑒 in ℰ is within
the budget 𝐵.
4. The total communication cost 𝐶𝐶(ℰ) is minimal, meaning they have high collaboration among
experts.
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Table 3: Symbols used in the Thesis
Symbols

Notation Definition

𝐸

Set of 𝑛 experts

𝑆

Set of 𝑚 skills

𝑃

Set of 𝑘 projects

𝐸𝑆(𝑒)

Set of skills possessed by expert 𝑒

𝑃𝑆(𝑝)

Set of required skills by project 𝑝

𝐶(𝑒)

Cost of hiring an expert 𝑒

𝑃𝐹(𝑝)

Profit of completing a project 𝑝

𝐶𝑎𝑝(𝑒)

Capacity of an expert 𝑒

𝑒𝑖

𝑖 𝑡ℎ expert

𝐺

A social network graph of 𝑛 nodes

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 )
𝐶𝐶(ℰ)
𝐵

Distance/Communication cost between 𝑒𝑖 and 𝑒𝑗 in 𝐺
Communication cost among a group of experts ℰ
Total budget for hiring group of experts for a set of
projects

There exists a social network modeled as an undirected weighted graph 𝐺, where the experts are
connected to each other. Each expert 𝑒𝑖 is denoted as a node of graph 𝐺. The terms node and expert
are used interchangeably in this work. Two experts in a graph are connected to each other via edge
if they have the previous collaboration, i.e., working on the same projects in the past. Edge weight
denotes the communication cost between these two experts. The smaller the edge weight, the
stronger the strength of collaboration between two experts. When there exists no direct
collaboration between two experts, the communication cost between them is determined by the
weight of the shortest path between two experts in graph 𝐺. If the expert is not connected to any
other expert in a graph, we consider the communication cost value for a given expert as infinity.
We aim to hire a group of experts, where communication cost among them is minimal. The
communication cost among a group of experts is calculated as the sum of distances between each
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pair of experts in the group, which is known as the sumofdistance function [22]. In Figure 7, we
have a graph of experts on the left-hand side, and we display hired group of experts for the required
skillset on the right-hand side. The graph of experts in Figure 7 represents experts as nodes,
weighted edges between experts represent communication cost, and each expert’s skills are also
shown.

Figure 7: Shortest path among experts
In the hired group of experts, we use the weight of the shortest path between experts as
communication cost between experts when there exists no edge between experts in the graph of
experts. For example, experts A and D do not have a connecting edge in the graph of experts in
Figure 7. So, we find the shortest path between A and D, which is from A to C and C to D. We
make the summation of respective edge weights (1+1=2) to find the communication cost value
between A and D. Therefore, we display a weighted edge between experts A and D with the weight
of “2” in Figure 7. The shortest path can also be used to minimize the communication cost between
experts connected to each other in the graph. For example, in Figure 7, experts A and B have a
weighted edge between them with the weight of “7” in the graph of experts, but there exists a
shortest path between A and B via C, and the weight of this shortest path is the sum of weights
between A and C and then C and B (1+2=3). Therefore, we change the weight of an edge between
A and B from “7” to “3” in the graph on the right-hand side in Figure 7. This way, we find the
shortest path between each expert in a hired group of experts. These shortest paths between experts
are displayed in green color, and the shortest path weights are displayed in red color in Figure 7.
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Communication cost among the hired group of experts is calculated by the sumofdistance
approach. We have hired a group of experts with edge weight between each pair of experts in the
group in Figure 7. So, we perform the summation of distances between each pair of experts to find
the group communication cost. For example,
Required skillset = {DB, AI, 3D, LP}
Hired group of experts = {B, C, A, D}
Group Communication Cost = (1+2+3+2+1+3) = 12

3.2 Proposed Strategy: MWSCAN
3.2.1 Definitions related to MWSCAN
We will discuss some important terminologies related to Modified Weighted Structural Clustering
Algorithm for Networks (MWSCAN).
1. Graph of experts: It can be defined as 𝐺(V, E, W), where,
Vertices V: refers to a set of experts (𝐸).
Edges E: a set of edges between experts, representing connections among experts.
Edge weights W: a set of edge weights between experts, representing communication cost
between experts.
2. Communication Cost: It can be defined as a distance/weight between two experts 𝑒𝑖 and 𝑒𝑗
on a graph 𝐺. It is denoted by 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 ). When there exists no direct connection between
experts, the weight of the shortest path between two experts is considered as a
communication cost between them.

3. Sum of Distances: The communication cost of a group of experts is the sum of distances
between each pair of experts in a group, which is defined as
sumofdistance = ∑𝑥𝑖=1 ∑𝑥𝑗=𝑖+1 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 )
Here, 𝑥 is the number of experts in the group of experts[21].
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4. Vertex Structure: Let 𝑒𝑖 ∈ 𝐸 (set of experts), the vertex structure of 𝑒𝑖 is defined by its
neighborhood, denoted by 𝜏(𝑒𝑖 ) [21].
𝜏(𝑒𝑖 ) = {𝑒𝑗 ∈ 𝐸 ∨ (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 ) ∈ E} ∪ {𝑒𝑖 }
Here, (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 ) represents the edge between experts 𝑒𝑖 and 𝑒𝑗 , which belongs to a set of edges
E in graph 𝐺.
5. Extended Structural Similarity: Structural similarity between two vertices 𝑒𝑖 and 𝑒𝑗 will be
large if they share a similar structure of neighbors. It means that they have a high frequency
of working together, and communication cost between them will be low. Structural
similarity between experts 𝑒𝑖 and 𝑒𝑗 is denoted by 𝜎(𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 ) [21].
|𝜏(𝑒𝑖 ) ⋂ 𝜏(𝑒𝑗 )|

𝜎(𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 ) =

√|(𝜏(𝑒𝑖 )||𝜏(𝑒𝑗 ))| 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 )
Here, 𝜎(𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 ) is inversely proportional to communication cost. If 𝜎(𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 ) is high, then it
implies that communication cost between experts 𝑒𝑖 and 𝑒𝑗 is low.
𝜎(𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 ) ∝

1
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 )

Suppose if 𝑒𝑖 and 𝑒𝑗 have high communication cost between them, then the frequency of
working together is low and vice versa.
6. Neighborhood (𝜀): We apply threshold 𝜀 to structural similarity when assigning cluster
membership to expert 𝑒𝑖 and by applying threshold 𝜀, we can define expert’s 𝜀neighborhood, which is denoted by 𝑁𝜀 (𝑒𝑖 ) [21].
𝑁𝜀 (𝑒𝑖 ) = {𝑒𝑗 ∈ 𝜏(𝑒𝑖 ) | 𝜎(𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 ) ≥ 𝜀}
7. Core Expert: A vertex 𝑒𝑖 ∈ 𝐸 is called a core with reference to 𝜀 and 𝜇 , if its neighborhood
contains at least 𝜇 vertices [21]. The core expert is denoted by 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝜖,𝜇) (𝑒𝑖 ), if it satisfies
the following condition,
|𝑁𝜀 (𝑒𝑖 )| ≥ 𝜇
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Where 𝜇 is the number of neighborhood experts connected to core vertex (highly connected
expert).

3.2.2 MWSCAN algorithm
MWSCAN algorithm is our solution to the Cluster Hire problem in social networks. This algorithm
receives a set of 𝑛 experts and set of 𝑘 projects, a social network graph G, and assigned budget 𝐵
as an input. In our setting, each expert has skills, working capacity, and cost of hiring, and each
project has its set of required skills. The output of the algorithm will be a group of experts ℰ who
can cover the required skills of a subset of projects 𝒫 while minimizing the communication cost
between a group of experts ℰ. The hiring of experts is done within the assigned budget, so the cost
of hiring a group of experts does not exceed the budget assigned 𝐵.

Algorithm: Cluster Hire in social network using MWSCAN
Input: Social network graph 𝐺(V, E, W), Set of 𝑛 experts 𝐸 = {𝑒1 , 𝑒2 , … , 𝑒𝑛 }, Set of 𝑘 projects
𝑃 = {𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , … , 𝑝𝑘 }, each expert 𝑒𝑖 has skills 𝐸𝑆(𝑒𝑖 ), working capacity 𝐶𝑎𝑝(𝑒𝑖 ), and hiring cost
𝐶(𝑒𝑖 ) associated with it. Each project 𝑝𝑖 has a set of required skills 𝑃𝑆(𝑝𝑖 ). We also have Budget
𝐵 assigned for a set of projects 𝑃.
Output: A group of experts ℰ ⊆ 𝐸 for a subset of projects 𝒫 ⊆ 𝑃, where 𝐶𝐶(ℰ) is minimal.
Start
1. Find Pool of Experts (PoE) from 𝐸
2. All vertices are unclassified
3. For each unclassified vertex 𝑒𝑖 ∈ 𝐸;
3.1 Count the number of experts in 𝜀-neighbourhood of expert 𝑒𝑖
End for
4. The expert 𝑒𝑖 with the highest number of connections in 𝑁𝜀 (𝑒𝑖 ) will be the core expert
4.1 If more than one expert has same number of experts in 𝑁𝜀 (𝑒𝑖 ), then
4.1.1

Expert 𝑒𝑖 , who covers more number of skills for 𝑃 within 𝐶𝑎𝑝(𝑒𝑖 ), will be
the core expert

4.1.2

If experts cover same number of skills, then
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4.1.2.1 Choose core expert randomly out of the experts with highest number
of connections in 𝑁𝜀 (𝑒𝑖 )
5. Total_cost += 𝐶(𝑒𝑖 )
6. If Total_cost ≤ 𝐵, then
6.1 Generate a new cluster from the core expert 𝑒𝑖
6.2 Insert core expert 𝑒𝑖 into final group of experts ℰ
6.3 Remove skills fulfilled by 𝑒𝑖 from the required skill set based on 𝐶𝑎𝑝(𝑒𝑖 )
7. For each 𝑒𝑗 ∈ 𝑁𝜀 (𝑒𝑖 );
7.1 Obtain 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 ) from core expert 𝑒𝑖
End for
8. While (required skillset is not empty AND Total_cost ≤ 𝐵) do
8.1 Choose expert 𝑒𝑗 with minimum value of 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 )
8.2 If more than one expert has same 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 ), then
8.2.1

Choose expert 𝑒𝑗 , who covers more number of skills for 𝑃 within 𝐶𝑎𝑝(𝑒𝑖 )

8.2.2

If experts cover same number of skills, then
8.2.2.1 choose an expert randomly out of the experts with minimum value
of 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑗 )

8.3 If 𝑒𝑗 covers any skills in the required skillset within 𝐶𝑎𝑝(𝑒𝑗 ), then
8.3.1

Total_cost += 𝐶(𝑒𝑗 )

8.3.2

If Total_cost ≤ 𝐵, then
8.3.2.1 Add expert 𝑒𝑗 into final group of experts ℰ
8.3.2.2 Remove skills fulfilled by 𝑒𝑗 from the required skillset based on
𝐶𝑎𝑝(𝑒𝑗 )

9. Return group of experts ℰ
10. End
The algorithm starts by finding the Pool of Experts (PoE) from the given set of experts 𝐸 by
removing all the experts who do not provide any skills from the required skill set of the projects.
In the given graph 𝐺, all the vertices are unclassified at the start. We start by scanning each vertex
and counting the number of neighborhood vertices, which exist in the 𝜀-neighbourhood. An expert
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with the highest number of experts in its 𝜀-neighbourhood will be our core expert. In the case of
more than one expert having the same number of connections in their neighborhood, we select the
core expert covering more number of skills in the required skill set within their working capacity.
Once we find the core expert, we start forming a cluster around the core expert with the threshold
of 𝜀. All the experts present in 𝜀-neighborhood of core expert will be part of the cluster. We also
add core expert to the final group of experts ℰ and remove the skills fulfilled by core expert from
the required skillset. We add the hiring cost of core expert in the total cost.
For the remainder of the required skillset, we start scanning experts in the 𝜀-neighborhood of the
core expert and obtain the neighbor’s distance/communication cost from the core expert. We first
choose the neighbor expert with minimum from the core expert and check if chosen expert
provides any skills in the remaining required skillset. If they provide any skills in the required
skillset then we add the hiring cost of an expert to the total cost. Once we make sure that the total
cost is within budget, we subsequently remove the respective skills fulfilled by an expert from the
required skillset while keeping the expert’s working capacity in mind. The selected expert is added
to the final group of experts ℰ. We follow the same process until we have found experts for all the
required skills or till the assigned budget is exhausted. In the end, we will get the final group of
experts ℰ who is hired to complete the given set of projects with minimum communication cost
among the group of experts.
Example: We will be discussing a small example of the Cluster Hire problem in social networks
and its solution using our proposed approach of MWSCAN.
Table 4: Set of Projects
Projects

Required Skills: Required Profit

Budget

number of experts
P1

Java: 2

50000

Network: 1
P2

50000

Report: 1
Data: 2

35000

Algorithm: 1
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Table 5: Set of Experts
Expert ID Expert Skills

Cost / Salary Capacity

A

Java, Data

5000

5

B

Report, Analytics, Network 7000

2

C

Security, Big Data

8000

3

D

Report, Data, Cloud

4500

4

E

Java, C++, Data

10000

4

F

SE, Algorithm, PM

7500

3

G

Cloud, Testing

6000

5

H

DB, Python, Security

3500

1

Figure 8: Graph of Experts

Problem: For the given set of projects and the given set of experts in Tables 4 and 5, we have to
find a group of experts who can fulfill the requirements of the projects within the budget of 50,000
while keeping the communication cost low. Please note that Figure 8 is a graph of experts
representing communication cost values between experts as edge weights.
Solution:
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Step 1: Find a pool of experts (PoE) by removing all experts, who cannot fulfill any required skills
of the given projects. Thus, we eliminate experts C and G from the Figure 8 to get Pool of Experts
(PoE). The Pool of Experts for the given scenario is represented in Figure 9 below.

Figure 9: Pool of Experts (PoE)
Step 2: Next step is to find the core expert out of Pool of Experts. The Core expert will be an
expert, who has maximum number of experts in its 𝜀- neighborhood. In our scenario, expert E has
the highest number of experts (5) in its 𝜀- neighborhood. Therefore, expert E is the core expert out
of given set of experts.

Figure 10: The Core Expert E
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Step 3: After making sure that the expert E has a hiring cost is within the assigned budget of
50,000, we add the core expert to the final group of experts. We also remove the respective skills
fulfilled by the core expert and the updated required skills for the projects are represented in Table
6 below. The skills fulfilled by hired expert at each step are highlighted in red color in Tables 6,
7, 8, 9.
Budget remaining: 50000 – Cost of an expert E = 50000 – 10000 = 40000
Group of experts: {E}
Table 6: Step 3 - Remaining projects’ skills
Projects

Required Skills: Required Profit
number of experts

P1

Java: 1

50000

Network: 1
P2

Report: 1

35000

Data: 1
Algorithm: 1

Step 4: For the remaining required skills, we search for experts in the neighborhood of the core
expert, by picking the expert with the least communication cost first. Here, Experts A and F both
have communication cost of 1. In this case, we pick an expert who can fulfill a greater number of
skills in the required skills of the projects while keeping their working capacity in mind. In this
example, Expert A can cover two skills (P1-Java, P2-Data) and have a working capacity of 5. So,
it can fulfill two skills for two projects. Whereas Expert F can cover only one skill (P2-Algorithm)
and that is within its working capacity (3). Therefore, we hire Expert A and add it to the final
group of experts for given projects requirements.
Budget remaining: 40000 – Cost of an expert A = 40000 – 5000 = 35000
Group of experts: {E, A}
Table 7: Step 4 - Remaining projects’ skills
Projects

Required Skills: Required Profit
number of experts
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P1

Java: 0

50000

Network: 1
P2

Report: 1

35000

Data: 0
Algorithm: 1

Step 5: We will iterate through all the neighborhood experts of core expert until we fulfill all the
required skills of the projects, or we have exhausted the budget assigned for hiring experts for the
given set of projects. As we pick the expert with the minimum communication first, we will pick
an expert F, which fulfills one skill (Algorithm) in project P2. Thus, expert F will be added to the
group of experts after checking for the budget.
Budget remaining: 35000 – Cost of an expert F = 35000 – 10000 = 25000
Group of experts: {E, A, F}
Table 8: Step 5 - Remaining projects’ skills
Projects

Required Skills: Required Profit
number of experts

P1

Java: 0

50000

Network: 1
P2

Report: 1

35000

Data: 0
Algorithm: 0

Step 6: Then, we pick the next expert with the minimum communication cost with the core expert
to fulfill the remaining required skills for the set of projects. Expert B is chosen as it has the least
communication cost with the core expert. Expert B can cover two skills (P1-Network, P2-Report)
from the required skillset for the projects.
Budget remaining: 25000 – Cost of an expert B = 25000 – 7000 = 18000
Group of experts: {E, A, F, B}
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Table 9: Step 6 - Remaining projects’ skills
Projects

Required Skills: Required Profit
number of experts

P1

Java: 0

50000

Network: 0
P2

Report: 0

35000

Data: 0
Algorithm: 0

After step 6, all the requirements for the given projects are fulfilled as seen in Table 9. Hence, our
final group of experts for the given two projects will be,
Final Group of experts: {E, A, F, B}
We were able to hire above mentioned group of experts for the given set of projects, within the
given budget of 50,000 while keeping the communication cost between the experts minimal. This
is one example of solution to cluster hire problem in social networks using MWSCAN. In the next
chapter, we will discuss the Implementation details with results and analysis.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULT AND ANALYSIS

In this chapter, we are going to evaluate the performance of our proposed approach to solve the
problem of Cluster Hire in social networks.
4.1 Experimental Setup
All the experiments were conducted on a computer with device specifications of Intel Core i76700 CPU @ 3.40 GHz, on a 64-bit Windows operating system with 8 GB RAM. We implemented
our algorithm in JDK 14.0.1 (windows-64 bit) using IntelliJ IDEA 2020.1.3.
For the purpose of testing our algorithm on a real social network, we are using the DBLP dataset,
which is one of the experts' network also used in [21] and [30]. DBLP is a computer science
bibliography website that contains a dataset of over 5.4 million publications, journals, and
conference papers on computer science, according to dblp.org. In our setup, we model the DBLP
dataset as a social network graph, where nodes represent authors/experts. When two experts
publish any paper together, they will have the connection/edge between them. The edge has a
weight associated with it, which is called communication cost. If two experts are not directly
connected, then we use weight of the shortest path between them as the communication cost. The
dataset contains information about 50K experts.
The experts’ dataset is stored in JSON format, where each expert has four attributes, namely expert
ID, skills, cost/salary, and capacity. The expert ID is a unique identifier for each expert. Each
expert has a set of skills, which they can offer. The skills of experts are extracted from the titles of
the research articles/publications of experts on the DBLP network. The hiring cost of an expert is
the salary or monetary value assigned to the expert. The hiring cost of an expert is randomly set
up to 100,000 in our dataset. Each expert also has a working capacity, which indicates the number
of projects, an expert can work on simultaneously. The working capacity of an expert is randomly
set between 1 to 5. We use the different number of projects to generate results for the experiments
like 3, 5, 7, 10, and 14 number of projects. For each project, we assign 3 to 7 skills that must be
fulfilled to complete a project. We must assign one expert to each required skill of the project,
which means that number of experts assigned to the project will be equal to the number of skills
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required for the project. One expert cannot cover multiple skills in the same project, i.e., each
expert will fulfill unique skill in the given project. Each project has an assigned value of profit,
which is generated on the completion of the project. We set the priority for the projects based on
their profit value. In some cases, we cannot cover all the projects in a given set of projects due to
budget constraints; then, we hire the experts for the higher profit projects first and then for projects
with lower profit value. In our experiments, we also use different values for the budget to analyze
the results returned by our algorithm.
The proposed algorithm has several dataset files as an input. Below is the list of input dataset files
to the MWSCAN algorithm for the Cluster Hire problem in social networks,
1. A file containing information about experts, where we have a dataset consisting of 50K
experts/nodes. In Figure 11, we have information about two experts, and you can identify
the experts by their expert IDs, which are 1223 and 1224, highlighted in red color. For each
expert ID, we have three attributes, which are skills, salary, and capacity. These
information about experts is shown in Table 10 as well. The skills of an expert are displayed
as an array of skills for each expert ID. Then, we have values of salary and capacity for
each expert ID.

Figure 11: Experts JSON file (a)

Table 10: Experts JSON file (b)
Expert

Skills

ID
1223

Salary/

Capacity

Cost
"the","networks","classification","iterative","via",
"selection","consensus","for","efficient","heteroge
neous","spam","and","inferring","detection","patte
rn","discovery","social","review","feature"
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74412

2

1224

"uncertain","mpp","topk","duplicate","supporting"

48134

2

,"systems","for","data","queries","with","efficient
","databases","ranking","and","detection","mashu
ps","database","query"

2. A file containing information about connections/edges between experts in a social network
of experts. Social network of experts is where nodes represent experts, and experts are
connected with edges, which are weighted. If two experts are connected in a social network,
it means they have a connection and they have collaborated in the past. If there exists a
connection between two experts, then it assigns a value of 1.0 between experts. The value
of 1.0 does not represent edge weight between experts, but it just means that they have a
connection and they have collaborated in the past. In Figure 12, if we look at the first line
which is highlighted in red, it displays all the connections expert ID ‘1’ has with other
experts in a social network. We have highlighted each connection separately in red color
for expert ID ‘1’. For example, first element in the highlighted section in Figure 12,
‘3072#1.0’ means that expert ID ‘3072’ is assigned value of 1.0, which means there exists
a connection between expert IDs ‘1’ and ‘3072’. So, it has a list of expert IDs like 3072, 2,
4, 5, 14, 2062, 19471 and 16 with the value of 1.0, which means these experts have
connection with expert ID ‘1’. This way, the file stores information about all the experts
and their connections in the social network of experts. This file helps us to count the
number of connections for any expert in the dataset.
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Figure 12: Connections in social network of experts file

3. A file containing information about the communication cost value between experts in the
social network of experts. As discussed earlier, in a network of experts, experts are
connected to each other via weighted edge. The communication cost can be defined as a
weight/distance of an edge between the experts, and the value of communication cost is
based on the past collaboration between experts. If two experts are not directly connected,
then we use the value of the shortest path between them as the communication cost. The
lower value of communication cost signifies more collaborative experts. This file is
generated using a 2-hop cover approach proposed as discussed in [32] and [33]. The 2-hop
cover helps with calculating the shortest path distance between nodes in large networks;
otherwise, it can be very time-consuming. In Figure 13, we are displaying communication
cost values between various expert IDs in a social network of experts. For example, if we
pick an element highlighted in red color from Figure 13, which is “6#148.0#14”, it means
that the value of communication cost between expert ID ‘6’ and ‘14’ is 148.0. In this
format, the communication cost information is stored between all experts in social network
of experts.
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Figure 13: Communication cost file

4. A file with information about projects requirements such as each project's required skills,
profit of each project, and budget assigned for the given set of projects. In Figure 14 below,
we have a group of three projects, for which we have to hire a group of experts. The budget
assigned for hiring for the given group of projects is 500,000. Each project has assigned
profit and set of required skills, which is stored in key and value pair. For example, if we
look at the first project in Figure 14, which is highlighted in red color. The profit of this
projects is 500,000, and the set of required skills is {“server”, “hardware”, “evaluate”,
“mining”, “computing”}. Information about the other two projects is stored in the same
format. Please note that we use the profit value of each project just to set priority between
projects. For example, if we cannot complete all the projects in the given budget, we
prioritize the projects with higher profits.
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Figure 14: Project requirements file
The primary objective of our thesis is to study and analyze the impact of the MWSCAN algorithm
when applied to the problem of Cluster Hire in social networks, which is an NP-hard problem [23,
31]. We evaluate the performance of MWSCAN algorithm in terms of number of projects
completed, Profit generated from the completed projects and the runtime of the algorithm for
different values of budget and number of projects. Furthermore, we compare our results with the
previous greedy algorithm proposed by Sagarika et al. [31] to solve the cluster Hire problem in
social networks.

4.2 Results
In this section, we will discuss the results obtained by performing various experiments for the
given dataset using the proposed algorithm MWSCAN. The dataset of 50K experts and the social
network of experts will remain the same for all the experiments, and we vary the number of projects
in a group for our experiments. We will be performing experiments on different number of projects
in a group, as shown in Table 11 below. For each experiment, we will be analyzing an output based
on the number of projects completed, the runtime of the algorithm and also making sure that
expenses of hiring experts are within the given budget.
Table 11: Cases for experiments
Experiment Number Number of projects

Budget

1

500k

3
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2

5

500k

3

7

500k

4

10

500k

5

14

500k

In experiment 1, we have a set of three projects for which we are looking to hire a group of experts
to fulfill the skills required for the projects. We have set the value of the budget to 500,000 for the
given set of three projects. Table 12 below shows the projects requirements information for the
experiment 1. We have all the information about the projects like their required set of skills, budget
assigned for a group of projects, and profit of projects.
Table 12: Projects requirements for experiment 1
Projects

Required skills

Profit

Project 1

server, hardware, evaluate, mining, computing

500k

Project 2

server, network, dataoriented, cloud

250k

Project 3

server, map, graph, mining, cloud, computing

400k

Budget

500k

For the given group of projects, we are able to hire a group of experts with the minimum
communication cost to complete all three projects. The cost of hired group of experts is within the
given budget and we are hiring the experts who are collaborative i.e., they have minimum
communication cost between them. As shown in Figure 15, the expense of hiring the group of
experts is just 34,764 which is within the given budget, therefore we were able to complete all
three projects from the given set of projects. The runtime for the given experiment is 59 seconds.
The output for experiment 1 is showed in the Figure 15, where we can see list of hired experts
along with their information like their expert ID, allocated skill, capacity, and cost/salary. In Table
13 below, we display the assigned expert for each required skill for the given three projects.
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Figure 15: Result for experiment 1
Table 13: Projects assignments for experiment 1
Projects

Project 1

Required skills

Assigned expert
ID

server

151

hardware

123

evaluate

219

mining

18

computing

451

server

151

network

28505

dataoriented

86

hardware

123

server

151

map

1456

graph

1

mining

18

Project 2

Profit

500k

250k

Project 3

400k
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cloud

19

computing
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For the experiment 2, we increase the number of projects to five projects, but we keep the value of
budget constant. Table 14 below represents the projects requirements information for the second
experiment. We have a greater number of projects here and more skills to cover while hiring the
experts than experiment 1.
Table 14: Projects requirements for experiment 2
Projects

Required skills

Profit

Project 1

server, hardware, evaluate, mining, computing

500k

Project 2

server, network, dataoriented, cloud

250k

Project 3

server, map, graph, mining, cloud, computing

400k

Project 4

analytics, database, computing, testing

275k

Project 5

algebra, computing, map

200k

Budget

500k

Figure 16 below depicts the output for the experiment 2. It lists the group of experts who fulfills
the skills required for the given five projects. Again, these hired experts are within the given budget
and they are hired in a way that the group of experts are collaborative with minimum
communication cost between the hired experts. The expense of the hiring of experts is 54291,
which is within the budget of 500,000. The runtime for this experiment is 14 minutes 13 seconds,
which is considerably higher than the previous case. We observe that a greater number of experts
are hired, and they fulfill all the required skills with reasonable cost. Also, we display the
individual expert assignment for each skill in the given group of projects in Table 15 below.
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Figure 16: Result for experiment 2
Table 15: Projects assignments for experiment 2
Projects

Project 1

Required skills

Assigned expert
ID

server

151

hardware

123

evaluate

219

mining

18

computing

451

server

151

network

28505

dataoriented

86

hardware

123

server

151

Project 2

Project 3

Profit

500k

250k

51

400k

map

1456

graph

1

mining

18

cloud

19

computing

451

analytics

272

database

447

computing

451

testing

7187

algebra

5898

computing

451

map

1456

Project 4

Project 5

275k

200k

In experiment 3, the number of projects is increased to group of seven projects. As shown in Table
16, budget is set to 500,000. We have set of required skills and profit value for each project in a
group as shown in Table 16.
Table 16: Projects requirements for experiment 3
Projects

Required skills

Profit

Project 1

server, hardware, evaluate, mining, computing

500k

Project 2

server, network, dataoriented, cloud

250k

Project 3

server, map, graph, mining, cloud, computing

400k

Project 4

analytics, database, computing, testing

275k

Project 5

algebra, computing, map

200k

Project 6

cloud, infrastructure, design, database

300k

Project 7

algorithm, testing, design

350k
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Budget

500k

After running our algorithm for experiment 3, we were able to hire experts for all seven projects
within the given budget. The group of experts are hired while keeping the communication cost
minimum between them. As shown in Figure 17, the expense of hiring experts is 56172, which is
within the given budget. The runtime for the given experiment was 18 minutes 28 seconds. In
Table 17, we show the individual expert assignment for each required skill in the given group of
projects. We show the expert ID assigned for each required skill from our output.

Figure 17: Result for experiment 3
Table 17: Project assignments for experiment 3
Projects

Project 1

Required skills

Assigned expert Profit
ID

server

151

hardware

123

evaluate

219

53

500k

mining

18

computing

451

server

151

network

28505

dataoriented

86

hardware

123

server

151

map

1456

graph

1

mining

18

cloud

7098

computing

451

analytics

272

database

447

computing

451

testing

7187

algebra

5898

computing

451

map

1456

cloud

7098

infrastructure

2900

design

17167

database

447

algorithm

1497

testing

7187

design

17167

Project 2

250k

Project 3

400k

Project 4

Project 5

275k

Project 6

Project 7

200k

300k
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350k

In experiment 4, we are hiring a group of experts for ten projects. We are keeping the value of
budget constant to 500,000 as shown in Table 18. The goal is to hire a group of experts for all ten
projects with minimum communication cost within the given budget. We will also keep track of
the execution time of our algorithm.
Table 18: Projects requirements for experiment 4
Projects

Required skills

Profit

Project 1

server, hardware, evaluate, mining, computing

500k

Project 2

server, network, dataoriented, cloud

250k

Project 3

server, map, graph, mining, cloud, computing

400k

Project 4

analytics, database, computing, testing

275k

Project 5

algebra, computing, map

200k

Project 6

cloud, infrastructure, design, database

300k

Project 7

algorithm, testing, design

350k

Project 8

database, mining, cloud

375k

Project 9

algorithm, computing, testing, data

180k

Project 10

cloud, database, network, algorithm

420k

Budget

500k

After running the MWSCAN algorithm for the given ten projects, we were able to successfully
hire a group of experts for all 10 projects within the given budget. Figure 18 shows the output for
experiment 4 with information of all the hired experts and the total cost for hiring the experts. The
expense of hiring experts is 62284, which is within the given budget. The runtime for this particular
experiment is 36 minutes as we increase the number of projects to ten. But given the NP-hard
nature of the problem and large dataset of 50k nodes, the runtime is expected to increase with
increase in number projects. In Table 19, we assign expert IDs to each required skill in the given
group of projects along with their profit value.
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Figure 18: Result for experiment 4
Table 19: Projects assignments for experiment 4
Projects

Project 1

Project 2

Required skills

Assigned expert Profit
ID

server

151

hardware

123

evaluate

219

mining

18

computing

451

server

151

56

500k

250k

network

28505

dataoriented

86

hardware

123

server

151

map

1456

graph

1

mining

18

cloud

19

computing

451

analytics

272

database

447

computing

451

testing

7187

algebra

5898

computing

451

map

1456

cloud

7098

infrastructure

2900

design

17167

database

447

algorithm

1497

testing

7187

design

17167

cloud

7098

Project 3

400k

Project 4

Project 5

275k

Project 6

Project 7

Project 8

200k

300k
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350k

375k

Project 9

infrastructure

2900

design

17167

database

447

algorithm

1497

testing

7187

design

17167

cloud

7098

infrastructure

2900

design

17167

database

447

Project 10

180k

420k

In experiment 5, we are increasing the number of projects to fourteen to see how our algorithm
performs for a large number of projects. As shown in Table 20, we have a group of fourteen
projects with the budget assigned for a group of projects, profit of each project and set of required
skills for each project.
Table 20: Projects requirements for experiment 5
Projects

Required skills

Profit

Project 1

server, hardware, evaluate, mining, computing

500k

Project 2

server, network, dataoriented, cloud

250k

Project 3

server, map, graph, mining, cloud, computing

400k

Project 4

analytics, database, computing, testing

275k

Project 5

algebra, computing, map

200k

Project 6

cloud, infrastructure, design, database

300k

Project 7

algorithm, testing, design

350k

Project 8

database, mining, cloud

375k

Project 9

algorithm, computing, testing, data

180k

Project 10

cloud, database, network, algorithm

420k

Budget

500k
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Project 11

computing, optimization, analysis, management

450k

Project 12

optimization, software, testing

390k

Project 13

oracle, hadoop, database, network

475k

Project 14

software, programming, oracle, engineering

225k

After running the MWSCAN algorithm for the experiment 5, we are still able to hire a group of
experts for the given group of fourteen projects within the given budget and with minimum
communication cost. As shown in Figure 19, the expense of hiring the experts is 114,827, which
is within the assigned budget of 500,000. However, the runtime for experiment 5 was 59 minutes,
which was considerably high. The high runtime is expected as the number of projects increase and
also given the large network of experts. In Table 21, we show the assigned expert IDs to each
required skill in the given set of projects.
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Figure 19: Result for experiment 5
Table 21: Project assignments for experiment 5
Projects

Project 1

Required skills

Assigned expert Profit
ID

server

151

hardware

123

evaluate

219

60

500k

mining

18

computing

451

server

151

network

28505

dataoriented

86

hardware

123

server

151

map

1456

graph

1

mining

18

cloud

19

computing

451

analytics

272

database

447

computing

451

testing

7187

algebra

5898

computing

451

map

1456

cloud: 7098

7098

infrastructure

2900

design

17167

database

447

algorithm

1497

testing

7187

design

17167

Project 2

250k

Project 3

400k

Project 4

Project 5

275k

Project 6

Project 7

200k

300k

61

350k

cloud

7098

infrastructure

2900

design

17167

database

447

algorithm

1497

testing

7187

design

17167

cloud

7098

infrastructure

2900

design

17167

database

447

computing

19

optimization

16302

analysis

603

management

3657

optimization

16302

software

10561

testing

7187

oracle

1698

hadoop

787

database

18

network

28505

software

10561

programming

37423

oracle

1698

engineering
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Project 8

Project 9

375k

Project 10

420k

Project 11

Project 12

180k

450k

Project 13

390k

475k

Project 14

225k
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For all five experiments, the proposed algorithm successfully provided a solution to the cluster
hire problem in social networks. The results were produced meeting all the constraints of the
problem like hiring the experts within the assigned budget and their working capacity, completing
all the skills of the given projects, and minimizing the communication cost between the hired group
of experts. Now, we will compare our results with the past approaches used to solve the cluster
hire problem in social networks.

4.3 Comparison with Greedy algorithm
The aim of our thesis is to study and analyze the effect of the MWSCAN algorithm on solving the
Cluster Hire problem in social networks. In the past, greedy algorithms and ILP approach were
proposed to solve the problem of Cluster Hire in social networks. While greedy algorithms
produced faster results for the Cluster Hire problem in social networks, it was not an optimal or
near-optimal solution to the problem. As greedy algorithms make locally optimal choices at each
stage, it fails to generate global optimal output. We implemented MWSCAN algorithm to solve
the Cluster Hire problem in social networks. We performed various experiments for the MWSCAN
algorithm on a large network of 50K experts and compared our results with the greedy algorithm
implemented by Sagarika et al. [31].
4.3.1 Number of projects completed vs. Budget
To measure the effectiveness of the MWSCAN algorithm, we compare the number of projects
completed within the given budget for both the MWSCAN and the greedy algorithm. We
performed experiments for 𝑘 number of projects, where 𝑘 = {10,14}. In this setup, the database of
50K experts and the graph of experts remain the same, and we just change the value of the budget
assigned to hire experts. Then, we analyze the number of projects the algorithms can complete
within the given budget. Figure 20 represents the graph for the number of projects completed vs
Budget for 10 number of projects for both MWSCAN and the greedy algorithm. As shown in the
graph, the MWSCAN algorithm was able to complete a greater number of projects for the given
budget compared to the greedy algorithm. It means that MWSCAN can prove more cost-efficient
to organizations as they can complete a greater number of projects in a limited budget than the
solution provided by greedy algorithms.
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Number of Projects completed

Number of projects completed vs Budget
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Figure 20: Number of projects completed vs Budget (Number of projects = 10)
For the second case of the experiment, we change the number of projects in a group to 14. We
analyze the number of projects completed for varying values of budget. In Figure 21, we are
showing the results for the number of projects completed vs budget for both MWSCAN and greedy
algorithm. Once again, MWSCAN completes more number of projects compared to the greedy
algorithm for the given budget. The results generated by MWSCAN are cost-effective and
profitable for the organizations. As MWSCAN completes more projects within the limited budget,
it generates more profit for the company. We will discuss the profit comparison between the two
approaches in the next section.
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Number of projects completed

Number of projects completed vs Budget
(Number of projects = 14)
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Figure 21: Number of projects completed vs Budget (Number of projects = 14)

4.3.2 Total Profit vs. Budget
In this section, we are comparing the profit generated by the MWSCAN algorithm vs the greedy
algorithm for the varying value of the budget. For these experiments, we keep the experts and
graph of experts dataset the same. We change the number of projects and perform the experiments
for 𝑘 number of projects, where 𝑘 = {10,14}. Figure 22 displays a graph of the total profit
generated vs budget for 10 number of projects. The graph shows the comparison between the
MWSCAN and the greedy algorithm. As can be seen from the graph, the total profit generated for
the MWSCAN algorithm is higher than the greedy algorithm.
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Total Profit vs Budget (Number of projects = 10)
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Figure 22: Total Profit vs Budget (Number of projects = 10)
For the second case, we have a group of 14 projects, and we analyze the total profit generated vs
budget for both the MWSCAN and the greedy algorithm. Figure 23 below shows the profit
comparison results between the two algorithms. It is clear from Figure 23 that the MWSCAN
algorithm generates more total profit compared to the greedy algorithm for various values of the
budget. From our experiments, we can say that the MWSCAN algorithm is more profitable for
organizations compared to the greedy algorithm.

Total Profit vs Budget (Number of projects = 14)
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Figure 23: Total Profit vs Budget (Number of projects = 14)
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4.4 Comparison with ILP approach
Along with the greedy algorithm, Integer Linear Programming (ILP) approach was also
implemented in the past to solve the Cluster Hire problem in social networks. Sagarika et. al.[31]
proposed ILP approach, which was able to generate near-optimal solutions compared to greedy
heuristic solutions for the Cluster Hire problem in social networks. The drawbacks of the ILP
approach are that it needs a huge amount of memory for variables and constraints creation and the
runtime of the approach is also very high for large social networks. ILP traverses through all the
possible best objective functions; therefore, runtime for ILP is generally very high compared to
greedy solutions.
We run the ILP algorithm for a small dataset consisting of 50 experts, 26 skills, and 5 projects as
used in research work[31]. We implemented the ILP approach on Spyder (Python 3.8) IDE using
Anaconda Navigator. Our experiments were conducted on a computer with device specifications
of Intel Core i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40 GHz, on a 64-bit Windows operating system with 8 GB RAM.
Due to the ILP approach’s computational complexity, it could not produce results on our system.
The kernel crashes because it asks for an unreasonable amount of memory and terminates the
program, as shown in Figure 24 below. The ILP program runs for almost 4 hours and still could
not produce any results due to memory constraints.

Figure 24: ILP Result (50 experts)
The minimum system requirement is of 32 GB RAM for the given input size, as stated in research
work[31]. As we have limited RAM on our system, we could not run the ILP approach and perform
the comparison with the MWSCAN algorithm even for a small dataset of 50 experts. But, on the
same system MWSCAN algorithm was able to generate near-optimal solution to the Cluster Hire
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problem in social networks for a large dataset of 50K experts in a timely manner. As the ILP
algorithm cannot generate results, we compared the results of the MWSCAN algorithm with a
greedy algorithm.

4.5 Discussion
In this section, we will discuss the performance of our proposed algorithm to solve the cluster hire
problem in social networks with an objective to select a group of experts within the given budget
and working capacity, with the minimum communication cost between a group of experts. We
proposed the MWSCAN algorithm to solve the Cluster Hire problem in social networks. We
performed various experiments to evaluate the performance of our approach. We perform
experiments on the five sets of projects having sizes 3, 5, 7, 10 and, 14. The results show that
solving the cluster hire problem in social networks with the MWSCAN algorithm gives reliable
and efficient results. It satisfies all the constraints of budget, communication cost, and skill
requirements for the problem.
To evaluate the performance of our approach, we compared our results with the past greedy
approach. We performed comparisons based on the number of projects completed vs. budget for
two sets of projects having sizes 10 and 14. Also, we performed comparisons based on the total
profit generated vs. budget for both the MWSCAN and greedy algorithm. Based on the results of
the comparisons, MWSCAN produces more efficient results compared to the greedy algorithm.
First of all, the MWSCAN algorithm completed a greater number of projects in the given budget
as compared to the greedy algorithm. Also, the MWSCAN generated more profit for the given
budget in comparison to the greedy algorithm. From the comparison results, it is clear that
organizations will profit more if they use the MWSCAN algorithm to solve the Cluster Hire
problem in social networks rather than using past greedy algorithms. Therefore, we can say that
MWSCAN produces a more cost-efficient and profitable solution to the Cluster Hire problem in
social networks compared to the greedy algorithm.
We also performed experiments to compare the runtime of both approaches for a different number
of projects. We vary the number of skills required in each project between 3 to 7, and measure the
runtime to get the average runtime for given number of projects. Figure 24 shows the average
runtime comparison between our proposed approach MWSCAN and the previous greedy
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algorithm. As can be seen in Figure 2, the MWSCAN algorithm generates results in almost the
same time as the greedy algorithm for three projects in a group. But as we increase the number of
projects in our experiments, the average runtime of the MWSCAN algorithm increases
significantly compared to the greedy algorithm. It can be considered as one limitation of the
MWSCAN algorithm in comparison to the greedy algorithm. But, as we are running the
experiments on a large dataset of 50K nodes, it is understandable that the runtime is a bit higher.
Also, the MWSCAN algorithm searches the entire social network of experts to find the nearoptimal solution to the Cluster Hire problem in social networks. In comparison, greedy algorithms
do not generate a near-optimal solution and make locally optimal choices at each step.
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Figure 25: Average Runtime vs Number of projects

Our thesis aimed to study and analyze the impact of MWSCAN algorithm on solving the Cluster
Hire problem in social networks. Cluster Hire problem in social networks is NP-hard in nature; it
is hard to find the optimal/near-optimal solution due to all the constraints and objectives. The
greedy solutions used in the past did not produce near-optimal results and failed to produce a
feasible solution to the problem. From the comparison results, we can say that the MWSCAN
algorithm could complete a greater number of projects and generate more profit for the given value
of a budget compared to the greedy algorithm. Therefore, we can conclude that the MWSCAN
algorithm produced an efficient, profitable, and near-optimal solution to the Cluster Hire problem
in social networks in a reasonable amount of time.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Conclusion
Several studies have been conducted in the past to address the Cluster Hire problem in social
networks. In our study, we used the MWSCAN (Modified Weighted Structural Clustering
Algorithm for Networks) to solve the Cluster Hire problem in social networks. The goal is to hire
a group of experts within the given budget and working capacity while minimizing the
communication cost among the hired group of experts. Hiring the group of experts within the given
budget and working capacity of experts while minimizing the communication cost turns the
problem into an NP-hard problem. We are the first to solve the problem of a cluster hire in social
networks using a clustering algorithm. Our experiments on the DBLP dataset show that the
MWSCAN algorithm can effectively select a group of experts with minimum communication cost
for a given set of projects within the given constraints. The results produced by the MWSCAN are
significantly effective compared to previous approaches.
Additionally, our study is derived from a more practical and realistic hiring scenario, which could
be applied to almost all types of departments. It emphasizes saving time and money while hiring a
collaborative group of experts, which helps with efficient working as a group and the finances of
the company. We consider hiring a group of experts with multiple skills for different projects so
that they can carry out several projects for the same organization, given that they have the required
skills and the working capacity. This will help organizations to save on hiring cost for the set of
projects.
For comparison with the MWSCAN algorithm, we use the greedy algorithm used in the past to
solve the Cluster Hire problem in social networks. The results produced by the MWSCAN
algorithm are better and more efficient than the greedy algorithm. The MWSCAN completed more
projects and generated more profit for the organizations for the given value of a budget. The
MWSCAN proved to be an effective solution to the cluster hire problem in social networks and
generated near-optimal results. The runtime of our approach was a bit higher than the greedy
algorithm due to multiple reasons. The greedy algorithm makes locally optimal choices at each
step and does not look for a near-optimal solution; therefore, the runtime is low. In contrast, the
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MWSCAN algorithm scans the entire network of experts to find the near-optimal solution for the
Cluster Hire problem in social networks, leading to an increase in runtime. Also, the experiments
were performed on the large dataset of 50K experts, which contributes to the increased runtime of
algorithms.

5.2 Future Work
In the current setup, we consider communication cost, hiring cost, budget, and capacity as
parameters while hiring a group of experts. We can extend the current work by adding more
parameters to the cluster hire problem like experience level, work position level (i.e., manager,
team lead), geographic location, etc. This can make the cluster hire problem more and more
relatable for organizations in real life.
Currently, we are performing experiments on the DBLP dataset, which is static in nature, i.e., it is
not changing with time. The application of MWSCAN on dynamic social networks can be seen as
an extension of this research work. Dynamic social networks can provide more latest and relevant
results.
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